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“Our mission is to promote archery awareness in communities we serve and to expand 
participation in the education, programs and safe practice of indoor and outdoor archery“ 

OUR PURPOSE 

OUR MISSION 

Our purpose is to: 

  Promote education in the safety and use of archery equipment 

  Provide progressive advancement programs in local communities we serve 

  Enhance archery knowledge and skill levels for adults and children 

  Provide a scholarship program for underprivileged adults and children  

  Provide physical education requirements for home-schooled children 

Welcome to Northern Illinois Archery Organization.  Comprised of dedicated volunteers,  
individuals, families, partners and community supporters, this organization was founded to 
promote the sport of archery for children and adults.  Archery is a sport that can be partici-
pated in by anyone and is a lot of fun.  We provide a series of programs designed to fit just 
about any situation from a simple fun activity for an individual or the entire family, to coach-
ing athletes for archery competition. 
 

Our organization is a 501(c)(3) non-profit public charity and is dependent upon you to help 
us keep going strong by taking classes, financial contributions, volunteering, supporting our 
fundraising activities, partnerships and being part of our mission in your community.  We 
than you for your continued support. 
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The Benefits of Archery 

What you  and / or your child can gain from belonging to a JOAD / AAP club... 
 
The main skills your child will pick up from practicing  archery are discipline, independence and maturity.  You and / 
or your child will also develop their focus, flexibility, attention skills, concentration and hand-eye coordination,  
especially with depth of vision.  The intricate details of the sport also develop fine motor skills and the constant  
lifting and pulling will develop arm strength.  Archery is particularly useful for youngsters as it teaches them the 
benefits of patience.   
 
Archery is a sport that will mentally challenge  and encourage enjoyment of an active lifestyle.  If you are looking for 
an interesting activity, archery will be an excellent choice. 
 
Archery is an sport that will require thinking while physically moving.  As well as boosting numeracy skill through 
score keeping, archery will help provide tactical thought, promote better hand-eye coordination, planning ahead 
and evaluate individual skills. 
 
Archery is one of the best activities for strengthening upper body muscles that may not be used much when 
playing other sports. 
 
While opportunities exist to compete if chosen, archery is mainly about improving individual performance.  This 
means that those who don’t  normally enjoy competitive team sports can thrive in the more relaxed yet highly 
structured environment of archery. 
 
Because of the focus on self-improvement, those who practice archery can develop more confidence and  
self-esteem.  Getting better at hitting the target will result in further challenges to perform just as well while pro-
gressing towards further distances. 
 
Every time a shot is made,  focus and concentration on shooting form and shot execution is required along with 
mental discipline and muscle memory in order to succeed. 
 
As well as having to focus carefully on individual shots, patience is also learned.  When practicing or competing, it is  
often to have to wait for the next turn to shoot along with being able to attain a best score.  Waiting for the right 
moment to let the arrow loose is a key part of archery. 
 
Archery involves caring for equipment and learning how to follow important safety rules can help to become more 
responsible. Learning how to handle personal bows and arrows, learning to think about the safety of yourself and 
others. are important lessons that they can be taken into other areas of personal lives, and archery class can 
provide a safe environment in which to learn it. 
 
By joining a JOAD or AAP club a person can also enjoy the social side of the sport which provides them with plenty 
of opportunities to make a new circle of friends. JOAD / AAP club involves plenty of socializing with other people 
who enjoy the same sport.  Although  archery is often an individual sport, individuals may also get to work as part 
of a team, particularly when competing. 
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 JOAD / AAP Member Expectations 

What is expected of JOAD / AAP Archers? 

 

 

What are the benefits of the program? 

JOAD / AAP provides specific training for those who are looking to compete and move up in archery.  They will learn discipline,  

confidence and dedication.  Archers will have the opportunity to learn, improve and compete.  They will get the whole 

experience. 

Archery provides a positive environment for a young person to learn a variety of life skills.  Among them; patience and  

responsibility, self-discipline and personal accountability, ability to focus and perform under pressure, learn to follow and  

implement a scientific method (shoot, evaluate, hypothesize, re-shoot, analyze, etc.), and good sportsmanship.  It can help  

develop a sense of accomplishment and a positive self-image.  Younger archers will practice and reinforce math skills and as 

youth grow and mature, shooting can help to develop physical strength, balance and stamina. 

 

Code of Conduct: 

JOAD / AAP archers represent NIAO and USA Archery JOAD / AAP programs and therefore, must show respect and professional  

sportsmanship.  No discrimination of any race, denomination, gender, etc. will be accepted.  Rules given by the facility, NIAO 

JOAD / AAP, and any competition shall be followed.  Never argue with an official.  If there is a discrepancy, inform your coach as 

soon as you are able and do not take matters into your own hands.  Verbal abuse of officials or abuse to other archers, 

purposely distracting or provoking an opponent are not allowed or permitted behaviors in any sport.  Cooperate with the 

coach, team-mates and opponents or you may be in the position to find another club to join. 

 

Electronic devices should be turned off or on silent, especially during tournaments.  Cameras are allowed by parents but flash 

must remain off while archers are shooting. 

 

Attitude: 

JOAD / AAP archers are part of the NIAO JOAD / AAP team.  As a team, we support each other.  There will be no negative 

comments about any archer in JOAD / AAP from one to another.  If a coach hears an archer putting another team member 

down, they will be asked to sit out for one end.  If the behavior continues, they will be asked to sit down for the rest of practice.  
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 JOAD / AAP Member Expectations 

Dedication: 

We suggest that archers complete at least one scorecard at every practice, even if they are working on form, unless otherwise 

directed by a coach.  These scorecards should be filled out completely, including the date, and turned in to a coach at the end 

of each practice.  At the end of each quarter an archer will be awarded “Performance.”  Score cards are one of many ways that 

coaches keep track of an archer’s progress and the only definitive way for us to tell who attends practice regularly, so the most 

dedicated archer will in part be based on scorecard completion.  Other factors include participation in drills and games, active 

listening to coaching, keeping a shooting journal, attitude towards other archers and event participation internally or 

externally. 

 

Safety: 

JOAD  / AAP archers MUST follow safety rules at all times.  Any archer thought to be unsafe by the coaches will be asked to sit 

out an end.  If the behavior continues after the first offense, he or she will be asked to sit down for the rest of the practice. 

On the range there is a lot of equipment, DO NOT touch equipment that is not yours or was not given to you to use by the 

coaches.  This is for safety and courtesy.   

 

Time: 

JOAD / AAP archers are expected to arrive for practice with enough time to get their equipment set up and be ready to shoot 

promptly when practice starts.  This means that you may need to arrive 5-15 minutes early for practice.   We encourage 

archers to learn about their equipment.  When they come in to practice they should get their safety and archery equipment 

set up.  All archers with their own equipment are responsible for setting it up themselves.  If they have questions about equip-

ment, please see one of the coaches.  We also ask archers to participate in range set up and tear down as part of practice.  

 

USA Archery Dress Code: 

1. All athletes and coaches must present a professional, athletic appearance while on the field. (Torn, ripped or badly faded 

clothing articles are not allowed.)  Clothing may be of any color. 

2. No camo or blue denim (jeans) may be worn at target events.  At field events, denim may be worn but camo may not be 

worn. 

3. Shorts, skorts and skirts must not be shorter than fingertip length while standing normally. 

4. Men and women are required to wear upper garments covering the front and back of the body and covering the midriff 

when at full draw.  Women’s upper garments shall have a minimum strap of 3” or sleeves.  Men’s upper garments shall 

have short or long sleeves. 

5. Sport/athletic shoes are recommended to all athletes and coaches during target events.  Shoes must cover the entire foot. 

6. At no time will any athlete or coach wear any article bearing any image or language to be considered offensive to others. 

 

NIAO JOAD / AAP Dress Code: 
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 JOAD / AAP Progression 

JOAD / AAP Star Pin Progression 

Please see the attached JOAD and Adult Star Pins awards page and Indoor an Outdoor score matrix. 

 

JOAD / AAP Level Progression 

For each level it will be recommended to attend one practice per week.  However, at least 2 practices 
per month are required to participate in pin shoots/tournaments unless other arrangements have been 
made with your coach. 

 

Beginning:  Archers will be enrolled in Archery 1 and/or Archery 2.  Archers will learn the basic range 
rules and safety as well as stance and posture.  Archers will start out at 9 meters shooting at an 80cm 
target face with recurve class bows (unless archers have their own equipment).  Archers will progress to 
18 meters shooting at a 40cm target face, refining stance, aim and posture. 

 

Intermediate: Archers in this level will have completed Archery 1 and 2 and are required to have the 
basic equipment (finger tab, arm guard, arrows, and bow).  They will then begin learning how to use a 
sight (if equipped) and the equipment that follow after.  Once a score of at least 230 out of 300 for Com-
pound setup, or 200 out of 300 for Barebow setup is obtained, the archer will be eligible to move on to 
the advanced level. 

 

Advanced:  Once this level is reached, archers will have their own equipment and have understood 
the concept of the additions added to the bow.  Mental development will be the main focus point at this 
level, as well as tuning out distractions and background disruptions.  Each small detail will be taken into 
account and a continuous score of 240 out of 300 will be required to start at this level.  Score should 
range between 240 and 300 at a 40cm target face for compound and a range between 220 and 300 for 
Barebow setups also at a 40cm target face.  As progress continues, the archer will move on to various 
target faces and expected to work back to a score of 240 and keep it or move back to Intermediate level. 

 

Classes and Divisions  

 

Classes:  The JOAD / AAP program conducts tournament rounds in the disciplines of Indoor Target  

Archery (JOAD  AAP Indoor round) and Outdoor Target Archery (JOAD / AAP Outdoor Round).  

 Equipment regulations are listed in the World Archery Constitution and Rules book, which is found on 
the World Archery website at www.worldarchery.org. Current classes are; 

Barebow / Barebow Compound, Olympic Recurve, Compound. 
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 JOAD Divisions 

Categories:  The following are USA Archery JOAD competition and developmental categories. 

 

JUNIOR:  Archers may compete in the junior class from the year of the 18th birthday through the year of their 20th  

birthday. Junior archers shoot at “adult” distances and target face sizes in both USA Archery and JOAD Competitions. 

 

Indoor: 18m competition is 60 arrows at the 40 cm target face, outer 10 ring scoring for recurve, inner 10 ring scoring for compound. 

Outdoor: Female archers 70m, 60m, 50m and 30m & Male archers 90m, 70m, 50m and 30m 

 The two long distances are shot on 122cm target faces. The two shorter distances are shot on 80cm target faces. 

 

 

CADET: Archers may compete in the Cadet class from the year of their15th birthday through the year of their 17th birthday. Cadet 
archers shoot at “masters” distances and target face sizes in both USA Archery and JOAD Competitions. 

 

Indoor: 18m competition is 60 arrows at the 40 cm target face, outer 10 ring scoring for recurve, inner 10 ring scoring for compound. 

Outdoor: Female archers 60m, 50m, 40m and 30m & Male archers 70m, 60m, 50m and 30m 

 The two long distances are shot on 122cm target faces. The two shorter distances are shot on 80cm target faces. 

 Or 

 Recurve archers shoot at 60m on a 122cm target face and compound archers shoot at 50m on a 80cm target face. 

  

 Individual Olympic Round or Team Round; Recurve archers shoot at 60m on a 122 cm target face and compound  
 archer shoot at 50m on a 80cm target face. 

 

 

CUB: Archers may compete in the Cub class from the year of their 13th birthday through the year of their 14th birthday.  

 

Indoor: 18m competition is 60 arrows at the 60 cm target face, outer 10 ring scoring for recurve. A 40cm target face and outer 10 
 ring scoring for compound. 

Outdoor: Olympic and compound archers score the outer 10 ring. 

 Archers shoot 50m, 40m, 30m and 20m.  The two long distances are shot on a 122cm target face. 

 Or 

 Recurve archers shoot at 50m on a 122cm target face and compound archers shoot at 50m on a 122cm target face. 

 Individual Olympic Round or Team Round; Recurve archers shoot at 60m on a 122 cm target face and compound  
 archer shoot at 30m on a 80cm target face. 
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 Fundraising and Volunteerism 
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Because Northern Illinois Archery Organization is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization we have the 

unique opportunity to offset some of the expenses incurred by archers, by participating in fundraisers.   

All fundraising efforts will also benefit our archery scholarship program which allows underprivileged 

adults and children to attend archery classes. 

 

Participation 

Participation in fundraising efforts is completely optional however it is encouraged as it does also 

benefit the scholarship program.   Volunteering during a fundraising event goes toward a JOAD archers’ 

chances at winning the “Participation” award. 

If a family chooses not to participate in fundraising for the benefit of the JOAD / AAP club related 

expenses they only need make us aware of their choice.  Archers may still choose to participate for the 

benefit of the organization or toward their goal of winning the “Participation“ award. 

 

Fundraising Efforts 

Fundraising efforts can range from individual shooting/scoring challenges to Fun Shoots open to the 

public.  Volunteering at these events is very helpful to the NIAO mission and ensures that any benefits 

from the proceeds gained during fundraising efforts keeps costs from increasing.  Most fundraising 

efforts will also benefit outside organizations such as animal shelters and food pantries. 

 

Volunteerism 

Northern Illinois Archery Organization runs on volunteers and can use all the help it can get. Any 

archers or family members wishing to serve on the board of directors, fundraising and event planning 

committee, instructing classes or in any other manner please contact Michelle Helwig at 

michelle.helwig@niarchery.org.   

Likewise, there may be opportunities for archers and family members to volunteer in the community as 

a team.  This is not only a great introduction into volunteerism for everyone, but also a great team 

building exercise and social activity outside of archery.  



Appendix A 
Pin Progression/JOAD Scoring Matrix 
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 JOAD Scoring Matrices 
for indoor and outdoor 
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 Adult Scoring Matrices 
for indoor and outdoor 



Appendix C 
Equipment Requirements 



Equipment Specifications for Achievement Program 

 

Bow Classifications 

Please see this link on World Archery’s website for the definitions of the Recurve and  

Compound disciplines:  

 

http://rulebook.worldarchery.org/index2.php?sez=793&up=3  

 

Recurve: Book 3, Chapter 11 

Compound: Book 3, Chapter 11 

 

Please see this link for definitions of the Barebow discipline:  

 

http://rulebook.worldarchery.org/index2.php?sez=1759&up=4  

 
Barebow: Book 4, Chapter 22 

 

Basic Compound: A bow where the draw is mechanically varied by a system of 

pulleys or cams.  Maximum draw weight will be 30 lbs. No sight, stabilizer, peep 

or kisser button, and shot only with fingers (glove, tab or bare fingers) are al-

lowed.  An arrow rest will be permitted.   

http://rulebook.worldarchery.org/index2.php?sez=793&up=3
http://rulebook.worldarchery.org/index2.php?sez=1759&up=4
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 JOAD / AAP Membership Application 

Fee Schedule Chosen: (circle one) Drop In     Monthly     Quarterly     Annually  Drop-In      Monthly     Special 

Name____________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Address___________________________________________________________________________________________________  

City________________________________________State____________________________Zip Code_______________________  

E-mail address_________________________________________________Tel_(_______)_________________________________  

Are you age 21 or over?  ___Yes  ___No                         

What is your interest in archery? (circle one)  Recreation    Competition    Instruction    Hunting    Years of  archery experience_______ 

Please list other club affiliations.    NFAA _____   USA Archery_____   Other____________________________________________ 

USA Archery Member ID___________________NFAA Member ID__________________ 

Were you referred?  YES    NO   If yes, by who?___________________________________________ 

Did you complete Archery 1 and 2 through your local park district before coming to NIAO to join JOAD / AAP? Yes_____  No_____ 

If no, you may be asked to enroll in and complete Basic Archery 1 & 2 before coming to JOAD / AAP. Please contact NIAO Head 

Coach by email for more information at JOAD@niarchery.org 

If not annual membership, do you want to order a team competition jersey ($85) YES_______   Not at this time______ 

If yes, please complete the Team Jersey order form found in this handbook and submit with your application. 

You are required to purchase a $10 practice T-Shirt regardless of Team Jersey order. This T-Shirt does not conform to 

competition dress code, but is authorized to use for NIAO practices and internal NIAO events. 

Please specify your T-Shirt size here.    Youth___________    Adult____________ 
 

I certify that the above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

 

Signature___________________________________________ Print______________________________  Date______________  

If under 18, Parent or Guardian Signature is required 

 

Signature___________________________________________  Print______________________________ Date_______________  

Fee Schedule (per participant, choose what’s right for you) 

Per Session $15 (Paid at practice - Pin ribbons not included. $10 additional required) 

Per Month $50 (paid by 1st  practice each month - Pin ribbons not included. $10 additional required) 

Per Quarter $135 (paid by Jan 1st, April 1st, July 1st, Oct1st - Pin ribbons included) 

Biannual  $240 (paid by Jan 1st, July 1st - Pin ribbons included, 50% off team jersey, $25 reimbursement for outside club    

                                tournament registration 

Annually  $480 (paid by Jan 1st - Pin ribbons included, team competition jersey provided, $25 reimbursement for outside            

                                club tournament registration) 
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 JOAD / AAP 
 Competition Jersey  

Order Form 

Payments can be made by cash, check or  

credit/debit cards . 

 

Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for printing and delivery 


